
FRIDAY SEMESTER SPECIALTY CLASSES   1/17/2020-5/29/2020 

 

9am-11am Classes  and/or 9am-1pm Classes 

(Choose 1 class at this time (9am-11am) for $225 for entire semester and  

choose another class below from (11-1pm) for a total of $450 for whole semester)  

no need to come back between classes, our staff transitions the children to their new classroom.  

(YOUR CHILD IS NEVER ALONE) 

 

9am-11am Classes 

Science Explorers: We will learn about the world around us through discussion, documentation 

and exploration using various science experiments and having fun being messy while exploring 

with clay, paints, dough, and other medias. Mrs. Maria 

Bible Adventures and Crafts: Join us as we explore exciting and meaningful stories taken from 

the Word of God through play, books, small groups and more. -------Mrs. Deanna 

Music and Movement:  Explore the world of music while we learn about age appropriate 

instruments, types of music, finger plays, and expression through movement. Ms. Erika 

Kinder Prep: Designed to prepare your children for Kindergarten. Our hands-on, academically 

oriented approach builds confidence, kindergarten skills, and a passion for learning. Our 

curriculum is based on California Kindergarten standards with your child's interest at 

mind. (children must be 4 before 1/17/2020 to register) -------------Mrs. Amanda  

Spanish:  Explore vocabulary, songs and activities for exposure to the Spanish language and 

culture. ---------Ms. Melissa 

Cooking and Food Crafts: Using simple recipes and techniques, we will be learning valuable 

lessons while making fun and healthy food. ------------Ms. Iliana 

11am-1pm Classes 

Folklorico Dances : This class teaches the traditional Mexican dances. Folklorico, is a collective 

term for traditional Mexican dances that emphasize local folk culture with ballet characteristics-

pointed toes, exaggerated movements, and is highly choreographed. At the end of the 

semester the children will put on a show for the school and they will be provided a traditional 

outfit for this dance. -------------Ms. Erika 

Music In Me:  Designed to expose preschool students to the fundamentals of music (reading 

musical notes & symbols, playing an instrument, singing songs and dancing) while building skills 

in reading and math. Come join Mrs. Amanda, so she can help you find the Music in YOU! 

Sports and Yoga: We will be working on developing skills and coordination needed for various 

sports, then end with relaxing yoga stretches and poses. Mrs. Deanna 

Art History: Learn about different artists and create your very own masterpiece using their 

different styles.--------------Mrs. Maria 

Cooking and Food Crafts: Using simple recipes and techniques, we will be learning valuable 

lessons while making fun and healthy food. ------------Mrs. Iliana 

Messy Madness: A “Fun and Messy” class for your preschooler to explore working with 

homemade dough, finger-painting, slime and other media, which aid in the development of fine 

motor skills. Join us for an exciting messy and sensory time with -------------Ms. Melissa. 
 


